READY JET GO! It is Carrot’s 250th birthday. The kids make a circus to celebrate. They tell Jet not to tell Carrot, but Carrot ends up finding out anyway. The kids can’t do their stunts on Earth because of the high gravity, and Carrot strains his back while trying to do a famous flip of this. In the end, the decision is made to transfer the circus to the moon, where everyone can do their circus tricks due to the low gravity.

CYBERCHASE There’s a mega mystery in Megabays - the once-healthy kelp in Big Bay is washing ashore. They explore the marine ecosystem and discover that there are way more urchins than anything else…but why?

CAT IN THE HAT KNOWS A LOT ABOUT THAT! Sally and Nick are playing up in their tree house when Nick’s mom calls them in for lunch. Nick wonders what it would be like to stay up in that tree all the time! The Cat in the Hat knows! Or at least he has friends especially a capuchin monkey, a tree frog, and a boa.

READY JET GO! Sean tells Jet, Sydney, and Mindy about the Apollo 11 mission, and the kids decide to do a real-life reenactment of man’s first mission landing on the Moon.

CELLOU Celou is disappointed to learn his class trip to the fire station is cancelled...and they’re going to a butterfly conservatory instead. He loves butterflies...until he sees them for himself, and learns about butterfly metamorphosis.

WILD KRATTS While creature adventuring in Alaska, one of Aviva’s breakthrough inventions falls overboard and attaches to a sockeye salmon—jumpstarting a wild chase upriver through the wilderness. The Wild Kratts track the incredible salmon run—a quest fraught with obstacles and amazing creature connections around every bend.